ANNUAL DUES for individuals residing in the United States are currently $35 (outside US, $45); US institutions, $55 (outside US, $65). Join CAAS or renew membership online at JHUP (go to CAAS website and click About CAAS/Membership).

CONTACT INFORMATION:
Mary Brown
CAAS Executive Director
St. Joseph's University
309 Bellarmine Hall
5600 City Avenue
Philadelphia, PA 19131
mbrown@sju.edu

MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS

★ Stimulating and collegial annual meetings with scholarly and pedagogical presentations, panels, workshops on professional issues (such as the state of Classics in other countries or preparation of professional abstracts), performances, roundtables, and the recently established Clack Lecture

★ Subscription to *Classical World*, a prestigious quarterly journal that publishes articles, reviews, and special theme issues for “the scholarly teacher and the teaching scholar.” Electronic access to recent issues

★ Opportunity to hold a CAAS office and to make an impact on the field of Classics

★ Eligibility for generous grants that support resource, project, and professional development

★ Opportunity to submit proposals for the annual meeting program and to apply for CAAS travel subsidies

★ Eligibility for the E. Adelaide Hahn Scholarship, a substantial grant for summer study at the American School of Classical Studies at Athens or the American Academy in Rome

★ Association support for Classics programs, including immediate assistance for those in jeopardy

THE MISSION OF THE CLASSICAL ASSOCIATION OF THE ATLANTIC STATES, founded in 1907, is to strengthen teaching and research and foster public support for the languages, civilizations, and cultures of ancient Greece and Rome in the mid-Atlantic region:

★ DELAWARE
★ DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
★ MARYLAND
★ NEW JERSEY
★ NEW YORK
★ PENNSYLVANIA

ANNUAL MEETING:

The Association’s annual meeting, usually scheduled on Columbus Day weekend, alternates among cities and campuses throughout our constituent area. Meetings provide a relaxed and enjoyable forum for all college and secondary school teachers and graduate and undergraduate students interested in the Greco-Roman world.

NB: Teachers from Maryland, New Jersey, New York, and Pennsylvania are eligible for continuing education/professional development credits and/or certificates of attendance.